Parma High School
Weight Training
Syllabus
Coach Toby Leonard
USA Weightlifting Level 1 Certified

Weight Training
Course Scope:

Weight training is designed to provide students with a comprehensive view of different areas of weight training, circuit training and stretching.  Weight training for sports and general physical fitness programs will enhance student performance in athletics and give them the tools to be fit for life.

Course Goals:

	1. To develop skills through selected and guided activities for immediate and future purposes.
	2.  To promote physical strength and vigor through development of strength, power, motor ability and endurance.
	3.  Development of essential safety skills for the beginning weight trainer.
	4.  Development of proper warm-up exercises for starting their weight lifting program.
	5.  Development of proper stretching activities to increase mobility.
	6.  Develop proper body positions when beginning, executing and finishing exercises.
	7.  Develop leadership by having students assume responsibility under supervision.
	8.  To develop social attitudes, courtesy and cooperation through group interaction in guided activities.
	9.  Students should demonstrate their acceptance of responsibility by attendance, participation and dressing down in proper attire for 	     class.
	10.  To develop knowledge of techniques in different areas of weight training and physical fitness activities.
	11.  To develop knowledge of programing lifts and creating workout plans.

Assessments:
	
	Students will be assessed on several areas related to a successful weight training program.  
	Students will demonstrate a knowledge of the lifts and activities performed in class as well as the muscle groups involved in performing 	those lifts.  
	While observing ALL safety precautions, students will demonstrate proper form when approaching, executing and finishing a lift.
	Students will evaluate their own performances of lifts.
	Students will properly spot and encourage other lifters in the class.








	Dressing down every day is a requirement for class.  Students will demonstrate proper hygiene while participating in a weight training 	program.  This includes clean clothing, proper footwear and deodorant. If purchasing these items are an issue financially, please discuss 	this with Coach Leonard at an appropriate time.  
	
	Proper Attire (school appropriate-refer to district handbook):
	T-shirt 
	Shorts
	Athletic socks
	Athletic shoes (with sturdy laces)

Grading Scale
	90 - 100% = A
	80 - 89%  = B
	70 - 79%  = C
	60 - 69%  = D
	 0 - 59%   = F

Weight Room Rules

1. Immediately report any weight room related injury or facility/equipment malfunction to the supervisor(s) on duty.
2.  Do NOT use equipment you have no knowledge of, nor instruction on.
3.  Follow appropriate weight room safety and etiquette practices demonstrating courtesy toward others in the room at all times.
4.  Respect for equipment and facilities must be demonstrated at all times.  
5.  Spotters must be utilized when and where necessary.
6.  Do not alter training programs without the consent of the strength training coach.
7.  Horse play and offensive language are not permitted.
8. Proper training attire music be worn at all times.
9. Collars on the bar are mandatory at all times.
10.  Equipment must be kept off of the floor and returned to the proper racks when lifting is completed.
11.  Food, gum, glass bottles and cans are not allowed in the weight room.  (Water only!)
12.  Supervisors are not responsible for participants personal belongings or lost or stolen items.
13.  Misuse of equipment and facilities my result in immediate removal from program.

Keys to Success!

Show up on time
Wear the right stuff
Work hard
Have a good attitude

I don’t care what your 100% looks like…give it!
	

